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a b s t r a c t

The Virgin Islands boa (Chilabothrus monensis) was listed as critically endangered by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1979, and is presently known to occur in two disjunct re-
gions: Isla de Mona and the eastern Puerto Rico Bank. Populations of the species are highly
vulnerable and are hypothesized to have contracted considerably from their former range.
Here we conduct intraspecific genetic analyses for this species using mitochondrial and
nuclear loci as well as population genetic simulations. In so doing, we characterize nine
microsatellite markers for C . monensis and demonstrate their potential usefulness for in
situ or ex situ conservation genetic analysis. We find that populations on the Puerto Rico
Bank are highly divergent (3.03% sequence divergence; 2.10 Mya temporal divergence)
from Isla de Mona animals and that little genetic diversity exists within or among these
sampling sites. Furthermore, we provide recommendations and an assessment of translo-
cation/reintroduction potential for this species based on the genetic data presented herein.
Our study also highlights the usefulness of simulations for assessing small sample size in
conservation genetic studies.We anticipate that these results and genetic tools will be use-
ful in formulating a comprehensive conservation genetic approach for Virgin Island boas.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

To protect a threatened island-dwelling species, conservation planners must know the extent and distribution of genetic
variation within and among populations across a species’ range so that appropriate conservation measures might be im-
plemented (Lande, 1988; Allendorf et al., 2012; Frankham et al., 2014). If nonrandommating, limited genetic diversity, and
susceptibility to extirpation are characteristic of an endangered insular species, protecting only a few islands might not be
sufficient for the species to persist. When populations are subdivided (into demes) and connected by limited gene flow or
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dispersal, extinction of local demes and subsequent loss of unique alleles might greatly influence global genetic diversity
(Holsinger, 2000; Frankham, 2006). These considerations are of particular importance when establishing reserves designed
to protect sensitive species composed of subdivided demes, as might occur in island archipelagos (e.g. Michaelides et al.,
2014). Furthermore, captive breeding, reintroduction, and translocation should be informed by an understanding of both
global and intra/interdemic genetic diversity (Storfer, 1999; Avise, 2004; Allendorf et al., 2012).

A serious concern of conservation genetic studies on endangered species is obtaining sufficient sample sizes for popu-
lation genetic inference (e.g. Kim et al., 2011; Emel and Storfer, 2012). Many endangered species exist at low densities or
in remote areas (IUCN, 2014), meaning that we cannot always anticipate fulfilling a research design calling for dozens of
individual samples per population. Recent work (e.g., Hale et al., 2012; see also: Crandall and Templeton, 1993 and Crandall
et al., 2000) suggests that sampling fewer than 10 individuals per population for microsatellite analysis will result in high
error rates for estimates such as expected heterozygosity (He), and that sampling designs should aim for 25–30 individu-
als per population. Unfortunately, population sample sizes this large are often unfeasible for many threatened vertebrates.
Furthermore, population-level genetic summary statistics such as deviation from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) rely
on estimates of population-level allele frequencies; consequently the inability to accurately capture these frequencies will
in turn bias these estimates (Allendorf et al., 2012). As such, studies with small sample size should not report measures
of FST (or analogs), as these statistics rely on an assumption of mutation–migration–drift (population genetic) equilibrium
and are calculated as the amount of genetic variation within populations relative to the amount of genetic variation among
populations (see: Meirmans and Hedrick, 2011 for a recent review). Endangered species populations may not be in muta-
tion–migration–drift equilibrium (e.g., Fitzpatrick et al., 2012), especially if the populations have been steadily declining
(a severe form of a ‘‘relaxation’’ population genetic model; Brown, 1971). Other measures relevant to conservation genetic
studies include the calculation of effective population size (Ne), often using an observed measure of linkage disequilibrium
(LD; e.g. Waples, 2006 and Waples and Do, 2008), Inference of Ne is an extremely meaningful component of genetic as-
sessments of threatened or endangered species; however, recent work has indicated that many studies likely fail to meet
the sampling requirements for obtaining unbiased estimates of this parameter (England et al., 2006). Additionally, the LD
method of estimatingNe is influenced by the rate of recombination at each locus (Hill and Robertson, 1968; Ohta and Kimura,
1969). This recombination rate is expected to be reduced in the presence of inbreeding (non-random mating) and genetic
bottlenecks, leading to a lower rate of decay of linkage disequilibrium and contributing another source of bias to estimates
of LD and Ne (Hedrick, 2009).

In spite of these limitations, here we combine multiple types of genetic data with population genetic simulations to
show how even a small sample size of endangered species can significantly contribute to genetically-informed conservation
management. We provide an empirical example focusing on an endangered boid snake from the Greater Antilles which is
threatened with extirpation from the majority of its native range.

As a global biodiversity hotspot, the Greater Antilles contain an important and imperiled reptile assemblage (Myers et al.,
2000; Hailey et al., 2011). Snakes, especially boids in the genus Chilabothrus (formerly Epicrates; Reynolds et al., 2013a), face
a variety of threats across much of their range in this region, including but not limited to habitat loss, invasive predators and
competitors, and direct persecution (Tzika et al., 2008; Reynolds, 2011; Tolson and Henderson, 2011; Reynolds and Gerber,
2012; Reynolds et al., 2013b; Puente-Rolón et al., 2013). One such example, the Virgin Islands boa (C. monensis; Fig. 1), is
currently protected under two United States Federal programs: The Endangered Species Act (1973; species listed 1979) and
the Coastal Zone Management Act (1972), the latter of which supports enforcement of federal regulations. The species has
also been listed as endangered by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and is listed on Appendix A
of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES). In Puerto Rico, the species is protected under the
Regulation to Govern the Management of Threatened and Endangered Species in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (Tolson
and Henderson, 1993). Chilabothrus monensis is currently considered to include two subspecies: the Mona boa (C. monensis
monensis) and the Virgin Islands (VI) boa (C.monensis granti). Recovery plans for the two subspecieswere established in 1984
(C. m. monensis) and 1986 (C. m. granti). The latter identified three main objectives for implementation: captive breeding,
reintroduction of extirpated populations, and studies of the remnant population on St. Thomas (USFWS, 1984, 1986). Sub-
sequent five-year reviews in 1991 and 2006 indicated that the use of genetic tools would benefit all three objectives. Major
impediments to this work have included the lack of species-specific and sufficiently polymorphic genetic markers, and the
limited availability of samples. Here we use genetic data to specifically address the aforementioned objectives. We char-
acterize nine novel polymorphic microsatellite markers, examine nuclear and mitochondrial diversity, and use computer
simulations to assess the potential utility of our markers, sample, and analytical tools in diagnosing genetic diversity in C.
m. granti on the Puerto Rico Bank (PRB). We also provide a time-calibrated measure of divergence between C. m. monensis
and C. m. granti across the greater Puerto Rican region and evaluate translocation potential from a genetic perspective for
islands on the PRB under the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area and sample collection

Virgin Islands boas exist in two highly disjunct regions (Nellis et al., 1983;Mayer and Lazell, 1988; Tolson andHenderson,
1993; Mayer, 2011). One population is isolated on Isla de Mona west of Puerto Rico in the Mona Passage (C. m. monensis).
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Fig. 1. Subadult female Virgin Islands boa, Chilabothrus m. granti, from Rio Grande, Puerto Rico. Photo by RGR.

Remaining populations are found on some of the Spanish (Passage), US, and British Virgin Islands as far east as Virgin Gorda
and Necker Island on the partially submerged eastern Puerto Rican Bank (C. m. granti; Fig. 2). In addition, an extremely
localized population of C. m. granti occurs on the main island of Puerto Rico in the municipality of Río Grande. Isla de Mona
is an isolated bank with an emergent area of 55.81 km2 which has never been connected to another landmass. Though
harboringmany introduced vertebrates (Campbell, 1991; Tolson, 1996), the island is otherwise well protected as part of the
Mona Island Natural Reserve and administered by the Puerto Rico Department of Natural Resources. Virgin Island boas on
Puerto Rico and the eastern Puerto Rico Bank are highly endangered and remaining populations are thought to be remnants
resulting from the decline or extirpation of populations within a broader historical range (USFWS, 1986; Mayer and Lazell,
1988; Tolson, 1996; DRNA, 2010). When the initial review of C. monensis was conducted (USFWS, 1986), the subspecies C.
m. grantiwas known from only 71 recorded specimens (USFWS, 1986, 2009) and a few years prior only 12 specimens were
known (Nellis et al., 1983). It is estimated that only 1300–1500 boas remain in this region (USFWS, 2009), though these
data are based on encounters with a cryptic and secretive species and hence should be considered minimum and/or highly
uncertain estimates. We sampled individuals of C. m. granti from three regions with themost highly imperiled populations:
the last remaining population on the island of St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands (Harvey and Platenberg, 2009; Platenberg and
Harvey, 2010; Platenberg and Boulon, 2011); a native remnant population on the island of Cayo Diablo, Puerto Rico; and the
only known population on the main island of Puerto Rico in Río Grande Municipality (Table 1; exact locality intentionally
obfuscated). On St. Thomas, boas are presently restricted to the extreme eastern end of the island, where they occur in small
numbers in a few localized areas (Fig. 2). Between 1982 and 2006, only 114 boa sightings (live or dead) were verified on St.
Thomas by the Division of Fish andWildlife (Platenberg and Harvey, 2010), and the long-term survival of the species on that
island is in question (Tolson and Henderson, 1993; Platenberg and Harvey, 2010; Platenberg and Boulon, 2011). Cayo Diablo
is a two hectare island located ∼9 km off of the east coast of Puerto Rico. It is the southernmost island of La Cordillera, an
oolitic formation of islands geologically similar to the BahamianArchipelago and dating to the late Pleistocene (Kaye, 1959a).
The population of C. m. granti on Cayo Diablo is apparently naturally occurring (as opposed to introduced), and is one of the
densest reported populations of West Indian boas, with recent estimates of 100–150 individuals per hectare (Tolson, 1996;
USFWS, 2009). Nonetheless, given the small size and low elevation (<6 m) of the island it is vulnerable to stochastic effects
such as overwash or arboreal habitat destruction during hurricanes (Tolson, 1996), invasion by non-native predators (Tolson,
1996) such as rats (Rattus sp.), mongoose (Herpestes auropunctatus), and cats (Felis silvestris), rising sea levels, and attrition of
genetic diversity (e.g. Frankham, 2005, among other dangers. The population in Río Grande is extremely localized (<2 km2),
and recent searches have yielded encounter estimates of 0.05–0.33 snakes/person hour (USFWS, 2009; this study), with
fewer than eight individual snakes having been found in recent searches (authors pers. ob.). This population is completely
surrounded by urban development and is likely quite small in total size.
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Fig. 2. Phylogeography of Chilabothrus monensis on the Puerto Rico Bank and Isla de Mona Bank. The approximate extent of the 500m depth line is shown
in gray, and island outlines are in black. Current range of the species is shown in pink, with the island of St. Thomas expanded in lower-right inset. Note
that on St. Thomas the species is restricted to the extreme eastern end of the island, and that most boa road kills are found in the neighborhood of Nazareth
Bay. A haplotype network for the mtDNA locus is shown above the map, where haplotypes are matched to sampling location and un-sampled inferred
haplotypes are shown as small black circles. Haplotype circles are proportional to sample size, and the number of sequences in each haplotype is given.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Sampling locations and information for material included in this study. GenBank accession numbers reference mtDNA CYTB sequences, and GenSeq
designations are given sensu Chakrabarty et al. (2013).

Specimen # Island Locality Date Origin GenBank IDs

268382 St. Thomas – – Shed skin KP116239
268383 St. Thomas – – Shed skin KP116240
269976 St. Thomas Nazareth 09/29/2008 Whole body, salvaged KP116241
269977 St. Thomas Nazareth 10/02/2008 Whole body, salvaged KP116242
269978 St. Thomas Red Hook 07/19/2006 Whole body, salvaged KP116243
269979 St. Thomas Nazareth 06/14/2006 Whole body, salvaged KP116244
269980 St. Thomas Nazareth 12/29/2006 Whole body, salvaged KP116245
269981 St. Thomas Nazareth 12/09/2006 Whole body, salvaged KP116246
269982 St. Thomas Red Hook 08/09/2005 Whole body, salvaged KP116247
269983 St. Thomas Friedenhoj 06/03/2007 Whole body, salvaged KP116248
269984 St. Thomas Secret Harbour, Nazareth 07/22/2010 Whole body, salvaged KP116249
269985 St. Thomas Ridge Rd Nazareth 03/25/2011 Whole body, salvaged KP116250
269986 St. Thomas Ridge Rd Nazareth 09/28/2009 Whole body, salvaged KP116251
269987 St. Thomas Secret Harbour, Nazareth 08/29/2009 Whole body, salvaged KP116252
269988 St. Thomas Ridge Rd., Nazareth 03/02/2010 Whole body, salvaged KP116253
269989 St. Thomas Ridge Rd., Nazareth 11/25/2009 Whole body, salvaged KP116254
UMFS 14871 Cayo Diablo – 2/18/1998 Wild caught KP116255; genseq-4
UMFS 14872 Cayo Diablo – 6/2/1998 Wild caught KP116256; genseq-4
UMFS 14873 Cayo Diablo – 8/12/1980 Captive born, known lineage KP116257; genseq-4
PR Grt1 Puerto Rico Río Grandea 2012 salvaged KP116260
PR Grt2 Puerto Rico Río Grandea 01/7/2013 Wild caught KP116261, genseq-5
PR Grt3 Puerto Rico Río Grandea 01/7/2013 Wild caught KP116262, genseq-5
UMFS 14869 Mona Playa Pajaros 7/22/1999 Wild caught KP116258; genseq-4
UMFS 14870 Mona Playa Coco 11/29/1997 Wild caught KP116259; genseq-4

UMFS = University of michigan field series.
a Locality intentionally obfuscated.

Samples from St. Thomas (n = 16) were collected opportunistically as roadkills reported to wildlife authorities over a
period of six years (2005–2011). No live boa has ever been found under organized survey effort on St. Thomas (RJP pers.
ob.) and surveys are becoming increasingly difficult owing to development of remaining habitat and the increasing danger
to researchers from illegal human activity near the population (RJP pers. ob.; Platenberg and Harvey, 2010). Samples from
Puerto Rico (n = 3) were obtained during one survey night in March 2011 and four consecutive nights of focused nocturnal
surveys conducted during January 2012 (other surveys did not yield samples). Samples from Cayo Diablo (n = 3) were
collected in 1980 (a captive born individual from sire and dam of known origin) and 1998 (wild caught, focused nocturnal
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Table 2
Genes and selected best-fit models of evolution, after Reynolds et al. (2013a).

Gene Abbreviation Length Ploidy Selected Model

Cytochrome B CYTB 1077 N HKY + I + G
Oocyte maturation factor c-mos 465 2n K80
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor bdnf 711 2n K80 + I
Neurotrophin-3 ntf3 525 2n K80 + I
Bone morphogenetic protein 2 bmp2 660 2n K80 + I
Recombination activating protein 1 rag1 678 2n K80 + I
NADH dehydrogenase subunit 4 ND4 636 N HKY + I + G
Prostaglandin E receptor 4 ptger4 507 2n TPM3 + G
Protein tyrosine phosphatase non-receptor type 12 ptpn12 387 2n K80
Ornithine decarboxylase odc 610 2n TPM3uf + G

survey). To compare divergence across a large portion of the range of C. monensis, we also sampled two individuals from Isla
de Mona in 1997 and 1999.

Samples from boas consisted of 3–10 mm tail clips or dissected muscle or liver tissue (dead specimens) preserved in
95% ethanol. We sanitized ventral surfaces and tails of live animals before and after clipping and applied antiseptic dermal
adhesive to prevent infection. Any boa found with a clipped or damaged tail tip was not sampled to prevent repeated
sampling. Live boas were returned to the exact capture location within 24 h of sampling. We extracted whole genomic DNA
using the Promega Wizard R⃝ SV DNA purification system according to the manufacturer’s protocol and stored the extracts
at −20 ° C.

2.2. Genetic divergence in C. monensis

We used the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify each of 10 loci (two mtDNA loci and eight nuclear loci) using
primers and conditions in Reynolds et al. (2013a) (Table 2). All reactionswere conducted in either an EppendorfMastercycler
Pro or a TC9639 non-gradient thermocycler. We purified and sequenced products on an automated sequencer (ABI
3730XL) at Massachusetts General Hospital DNA Core Facility, Cambridge, MA.We assembled contigs andmanually verified
ambiguous base calls usingGeneious 7.1.2 (Biomatters, Auckland, NewZealand).We resolved heterozygous sequences using
Phase 2.1 (Stephens et al., 2001; Stephens and Donnelly, 2003) implemented in DnaSP v5.10.1 (Librado and Rozas, 2009)
using default parameters for 100 iterations with a burnin of 100.We then aligned sequences using the ClustalW 2.1 (Larkin
et al., 2007) algorithm implemented in Geneiouswith a subset of two individuals from each Chilabothrus species (except C.
gracilis) as well as outgroup taxa from the 10-gene alignment in Reynolds et al. (2013a). We also separately aligned just the
cytochrome B (CYTB) mtDNA locus, which has been shown to be useful in species identification in boas (Campbell, 1997;
Burbrink, 2004). We estimated models of nucleotide substitution using BIC in jModelTest2 (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003
and Darriba et al., 2012; Table 2). We deposited representative sequences in GenBank (Table 1) with associated GenSeq
nomenclature (Chakrabarty et al., 2013).

Weused themtDNACYTB locus to examinephylogeographic structuring inC.monensis.We created a statistical parsimony
network using a connection limit of 40 steps in the program TCS 1.21 (Clement et al., 2000). We calculated pairwise genetic
distances (p-distances) between populations using MEGA6 (Tamura et al., 2013). To temporally contextualize subspecies
divergence in C. monensis, we estimated a time-calibrated mitochondrial coalescent tree for 9 species of West Indian
Chilabothrus, including all unique haplotypes found in the present study. Prior studies have shown thatmtDNA loci, including
CYTB, evolve at similar rates in snakes (Kuch et al., 2005), and that these rates vary between 0.65% and 1.77% per lineage
per million years in squamate reptiles (Zamudio and Greene, 1997; Macey et al., 1998; Malhotra and Thorpe, 2000; Wüster
et al., 2002; Morando et al., 2003; Fontanella et al., 2012). These rates are potentially idiosyncratic for particular taxa (e.g.
Lynch, 2010), so we chose to estimate a substitution rate for the mtDNA locus from the alignment of West Indian boas.
We constrained the root node of Chilabothrus using a normal prior with a mean of 21.7 Mya and a standard deviation
of 1.8 Mya, derived from a fossil-calibrated divergence time analysis of the larger Neotropical boid phylogeny (Reynolds
et al., 2013a). We ran the MCMC for 100 million generations in the program Beast v1.8 (Drummond et al., 2012) using a
HKY+ I+G substitutionmodel (Reynolds et al., 2013a), a Yule speciation prior, and an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock
model.We repeated the analyses three timeswith different starting parameter values, sampling every 1000 generations and
discarding the first 25% of generations as burn-in, to generate effective sample sizes (ESS) for all parameters larger than 200.
We assessed convergence of the independent runs by a comparison of likelihood scores and model parameter estimates
in TRACER v1.5 (Rambaut et al., 2013). We combined results from the three analyses using Logcombiner and generated a
maximum clade credibility tree using TreeAnotator.

In order to simultaneously examine themultilocus species-tree topology aswell as divergence times,we analyzed the 10-
gene datasetwith two representatives per species (treating C.m.monensis and C.m. granti as separate operational taxonomic
units) using the Bayesian MCMC method *Beast (Heled and Drummond, 2010) implemented in Beast v1.8. We partitioned
sequence data by locus and assigned a locus-specific model of nucleotide substitution (Table 2). We unlinked nucleotide
substitution models, clock models, and gene trees in all analyses. We employed an uncorrelated lognormal (UCLN) relaxed
molecular clock model of rate variation for each locus, and we used a Yule process speciation prior for the branching rates.
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Fig. 3. Decreasing variance for two summary statistics with increasing number of loci sampled in a simulation of a relaxed population genetic model. The
values are drawn from 10 independent simulations for each parameter set, with values representing the average for a population of 250 individuals after
1600 generations of drift. All other simulation conditions are as in the text. Number of alleles is number of alleles per locus in the population.

We assigned calibrations to the nodes as in Reynolds et al. (2013a). We ran the MCMC for 400 million generations and
we repeated the analyses three times with different starting numbers, sampling every 10,000 generations and discarding
the first 20% of generations as burn-in. We assessed ESS and convergence, combined posterior trees from across runs, and
generated an MCC tree as above.

2.3. Novel genetic markers

Since we are only able to obtain a limited number of individuals, we elected to use a multilocus approach whereby we
sampled multiple presumably independently segregating regions of the genome experiencing the same demographic his-
tory. In thiswaywe are able to obtain a higher genetic sample size in spite of having a lownumber of individuals (Pluzhnikov
and Donnelly, 1996), thus reducing variance in our estimates of population genetic parameters (Fig. 3; Nei, 1978; Wakeley
and Hey, 1997 and Kuhner et al., 2000), even while our sample sizes of this species are very low relative to appropriate
sample sizes ascertained through simulation (Hale et al., 2012). As no species-specific genetic markers exist for VI boas,
we opted to characterize novel genetic markers for C. m. granti. We screened 32 tetra- to hexa-nucleotide microsatellite
primer pairs developed from >5 million next generation sequencing reads from the genome of the sister species, C. inor-
natus, (Reynolds et al., 2014c) to test for amplification in C. m. granti. Chilabothrus inornatus is ∼10 Mya divergent from C.
monensis (Reynolds et al., 2013a) and interspecific amplification of other microsatellites in this genus has met with mixed
success (e.g., Reynolds et al., 2011 and Booth et al., 2011). Hence, we wanted to assess whether cross-species amplification
of microsatellite loci developed from next generation sequencing runs for other endangered species (C. inornatus) might be
useful and represent a significant cost savings compared to developing loci de novo. Of these 32 loci, nine were successfully
amplified and generated repeatable genotypes.

We modified the forward primer from each primer pair on the 5′ end with a 19 bp sequence tag (5′-CACGACGTTG
TAAAACGAC-3′) to allow for the use of a third fluorescently-labeled PCR primer (M13 method; Schuelke, 2000). PCR con-
ditions for each reaction were as in Reynolds et al. (2014c), and we included an additional forward primer labeled on the
5′ end with one of four dyes (6-FAM, PET, VIC, or NED) in each PCR. We visualized PCR products by gel electrophoresis,
multiplexed PCR products with different dyes, and resolved genotypes on an automated sequencer (ABI 3730XL) at Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital DNA Core Facility, Cambridge, MA using GeneScanTM 500 LIZ size standard and Peak Scanner
1.0 software (ABI) with manual verification of peak calling. We tested for genotyping errors by randomly selecting 20% of
the samples for repeated genotyping from the PCR stage. In addition, we used Micro-Checker 2.2.3 (Van Oosterhout et al.,
2004) to investigate whether our genotype profiles showed evidence of allele-dropout or null alleles; though we do not
exclude loci which deviated from HWE as here we are not attempting to obtain robust population genetic parameters due
to our small sample sizes (Dharmarajan et al., 2013). We calculated the number of alleles (NA), effective number of alleles
(NE), observed heterozygosity (HO), and expected heterozygosity (HE) using GenAlEx 6.4 (Peakall and Smouse, 2006).

2.4. Simulations and dealing with small sample size

To examine the effects of possible demographic histories and small sample size on estimates of HE and HO, we conducted
individual-based, forward-time population genetic simulations for the Cayo Diablo and St. Thomas populations. We chose
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these populations because we have some prior information about these sites that we can use to reasonably parameterize
the simulations. At the present time, we know far too little about the potential demographic history of Rio Grande (e.g.,
is it a remnant from a former range across PR, has a small population existed there for millennia, or was the population
introduced from the Virgin Islands?) to reliably parameterize a simulation for that population. Here, the intention is to
use simulations under realistic genetic and demographic conditions to explore the robustness of our population genetical
parameter estimates to the very small sample sizes of the present study.

For the Cayo Diablo population we do not a priori expect the signature of a population bottleneck, given that the
population is almost certainly at carrying capacity. A bottleneck followed relatively quickly by complete population recovery
would obfuscate any signal of that event in the genetic data (Nei et al., 1975; Reynolds and Fitzpatrick, 2013). Instead, we
expect that this populationmight conform to a relaxationmodel, whereby the relative influences of drift andmutation have
been acting independently of other populations since themost recent fragmentation of the PRBowing to post-Pleistocene sea
level rise. Our assumption here is that VI boas on La Cordillera (and emergent PRB) existed in panmixia up until the isolation
of Cayo Diablo during the end of the last glacial maximum approximately 8000 years ago (Kaye, 1959a; Donn et al., 1962;
Heatwole andMacKenzie, 1966; Lighty et al., 1982; Fairbanks, 1989). Since boas likely experience amean generation time of
∼5 years (3 years USFWS, 2009; 5 years Reynolds et al., 2013b; 8.5 years in captivity Earnhardt et al., 2004), this translates
to approximately 1600 generations of drift. We simulated this relaxation model in the absence of gene flow using Easypop
v2.0.1 (Balloux, 2001) to observe the expected degree of heterozygosity and allele loss through time owing to drift. Given
that we know almost exactly how many boas currently exist on the island (census population size NC ≈ 200–250; Tolson,
1996 and USFWS, 2009) we simulated three realistic genetic effective population sizes based on prior empirical census to
effective population size ratios: Ne = 25, 50, and 100 (NC ≈ Ne/0.15; Earnhardt et al., 2004 and Frankham et al., 2014). We
initiated the simulationswith the following starting conditions: ninemicrosatellite loci, free recombination,maximumof 20
alleles/locus, equal sex ratios, maximal initial variation (var in = max), and equal single-stepwise mutation rates. We used
a mutation rate scaled by Ne (∼1/Ne) such that Θ ≈ 4 (Reynolds and Fitzpatrick, 2013), as well as a slower overall mutation
rate (0.001 mutations/locus/generation). We ran the simulations for 1600 generations and generated summary statistics
averaged across 10 independent simulations. To investigate our ability to obtain reliable estimates using small sample size,
we randomly drew (with replacement) three individuals from a simulation 100 times using R v3.0.3 (R Development Core
Team, 2013) and calculated summary statistics in GenAlEx as above. These subsample sets were then compared to the true
means from the simulation and the empirical data.

For St. Thomas, we expect that severe demographic declines and a deviation from population-genetic equilibrium best
characterize this population. Hence we conducted forward-time simulations in R v3.0.3 of a genetic bottleneck (scripts
modified from Reynolds and Fitzpatrick, 2013) to estimate population genetic parameters which would result from this
demographic scenario. We parameterized our simulation based on our empirical data: sampling 14 individuals at nine
microsatellite markers per simulation. We started with an initial effective population size Ne0 = 1000, followed by a
moderate bottleneck to Ne = 72 or a severe bottleneck to Ne = 8. Because the duration of the bottleneck can influence
the magnitude of heterozygosity loss at the sampling period (Cornuet and Luikart, 1996), we simulated a range of event
times from 2 to 64 generations to encompass the expectation for recent large-scale development of St. Thomas (Platenberg
and Harvey, 2010; Platenberg and Boulon, 2011). To provide a frame of reference for our non-equilibrium simulations, we
also conducted simulations of an equilibrium scenario whereby no demographic events occur (Reynolds and Fitzpatrick,
2013) and Ne0 = 1000. Each simulation begins with 10 ∗Ne0 generations at mutation–drift equilibrium to establish starting
parameters prior to simulating the demographic scenario.We simulated 1200 independent populations for each of the initial
conditions, and calculated summary statistics for each simulation.

2.5. Conservation and translocation

While in situ conservation management should generally be preferred (Sax et al., 2013), translocation and reintroduc-
tion can also be useful conservation strategies in certain circumstances so long as combined with genetic information (e.g.
Michaelides et al., 2014). Some previous assessment has been performed to characterize critical habitat in Puerto Rico for
C. m. granti (DRNA, 2010), including for possible translocation, and we build on this work by assessing the translocation
potential of islands on the PRB informed by our genetic analyses. We assessed islands identified in DRNA (2010), as well
as other offshore cays under the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. We qualitatively characterize islands as
being of high, moderate, or low suitability for translocation (or reintroduction) of C. m. granti based on the following crite-
ria: availability of prey, diversity of other squamate reptiles already present, relative island isolation, island size, presence of
forest canopy or suitable arboreal habitat (Chandler and Tolson, 1990; DRNA, 2010), and protected status of the island. We
do not account for the presence of introduced vertebrate predators, as we expect that all islands contain at least one species
(Rattus) and that islands slated for translocation programs would be subjected to invasive vertebrate removal programs
prior to introduction (e.g., García et al., 2002 and Savidge et al., 2012).

3. Results

We obtained an alignment of 1095 bp of the cytochrome B [CYTB] locus (near-complete coding DNA sequences [cds])
from 24 individuals across four sampling sites of C. monensis. We observed only a single haplotype for each of the three
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Fig. 4. Time-calibrated phylogenetic coalescent tree for the mitochondrial locus CYTB for species of West Indian Chilabothrus. Representative haplotypes
recovered during this study are included in the analysis. 95% HPD intervals are shown as nodal bars, while black circles at nodes indicate posterior
probabilities (PP) ≥0.95. A vertical gray bar spans the 95% HPD interval for the split between C. m. monensis and C. m. granti, which is indicated by an
orange arrow. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

sampling sites of VI boas on Puerto Rico and the Puerto Rico Bank (Fig. 2). Amaximum of only fourmutational steps separate
the most distant VI haplotypes (St. Thomas and Cayo Diablo), and a single step distinguishes Río Grande and Cayo Diablo
sequences (Fig. 2). We found two haplotypes among the two samples from C. m. monensis on Isla de Mona, and a minimum
of 30 mutational steps, corresponding to a mean of 3.03% (range 2.8%–3.2%) sequence divergence, separating Mona boas
(C. m. monensis) from VI boas (C. m. granti). In our phylogenetic analysis of CYTB, we recovered a well-supported tree with
an estimated coalescent time of 2.1 Mya (95% highest posterior density interval [95% HPD]: 1.12–3.20 Mya) between Mona
and VI boas (Fig. 4). Other coalescent times among Chilabothrus in the CYTB gene tree were largely consistent with previous
multilocus fossil-calibrated estimates (Reynolds et al., 2013a); Table A.1).

For the 5731 bp multilocus dataset, we obtained a fairly well resolved species tree for the WI boa clade, with the
majority of nodes (7/10) showing high (>0.95) posterior probability (Fig. 5) and topological congruence with previous
studies (Reynolds et al., 2014a). The species tree analysis supports the distinction between the two C. monensis subspecies
(PP = 0.99), with a mean estimated divergence time of 2.1 Mya (95% HPD 0.24–3.55 Mya).

For the microsatellite data, we successfully resolved 20 genotypes at nine polymorphic loci among C. m. granti with an
allele-calling error rate of 2.7% (two miscalled alleles out of 72 replications). We found no evidence for allelic dropout or
stutter, though we did find evidence for homozygosity excess at loci Ci18, Ci24, Ci37, and Ci43. We found between four and
seven alleles per locus, with an average of 5.2 alleles and 3.2 effective alleles per locus (NE) across all nine loci (Table 3).
We found that five of nine loci deviate from multilocus HWE expectations owing to a deficiency of heterozygotes. At the
population level, we found an average of between 2.33 and 2.78 alleles per locus, per population, with the Río Grande
population exhibiting the highest allelic richness (Table 4). Among islands, Río Grande had the highest effective number of
alleles (NE = 2.30 ± 0.23) relative to the other populations.

Under a relaxation simulation for Cayo Diablo, our empirical estimate for HO (0.52) corresponds to that expected when
Ne = 50;while our empirical estimate ofNA (2.33) is slightly lower than estimates from the simulations,with the simulations
of Ne = 25 yielding a mean of NA = 2.89 (Fig. 6(A), (B); Table 5). Under a slower rate of mutation, we underestimate our
empiricalHO across all effective population sizes,while our estimates ofNA (2.29)whenNe = 100 are similar to our empirical
estimate (Fig. 6(C), (D)). Resamplingdemonstrates that three samples genotyped at nine loci are sufficient to recover a similar
mean HO (0.54± 0.01) andmean NA (2.59± 0.03) to the observed empirical values for Cayo Diablo when Ne = 50 (Fig. 7(A),
(B)). When sampling draws are considered independently, we recover a value for HO within 0.1 units in 68/100 draws, and
a value for HO within the first and third quartiles of the distribution 58/100 times (Fig. 7(A)). For NA, we recover a value
within the first and third quartiles of the distribution 63/100 times (Fig. 7(B)). For St. Thomas, we find that our empirical
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Fig. 5. Fossil-calibrated multilocus species tree for the West Indian Chilabothrus. 95% HPD intervals are shown as nodal bars, while black circles at nodes
indicate posterior probabilities (PP) ≥0.95. A vertical gray bar spans the 95% HPD interval for the split between C. m. monensis and C. m. granti, which is
indicated by an orange arrow. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Summary statistics (N = sample size; NA = number of alleles; NE = effective number of alleles;
HO = observed heterozygosity; HE = expected heterozygosity; HWE = P-value from Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium test for heterozygote deficit) for nine microsatellite loci. Standard error is in parenthesis and
significant values (P ≤ 0.05) are in bold.

Locus N Allelic range (bp) NA NE HO HE HWE

Ci18 20 259–279 5 2.19 0.35 0.54 0.00
Ci24 17 269–281 4 3.19 0.35 0.69 0.00
Ci25 18 296–324 6 3.70 0.50 0.73 0.00
Ci34 15 267–287 6 3.02 0.67 0.67 0.16
Ci35 16 333–353 5 2.49 0.44 0.60 0.02
Ci36 19 200–240 5 2.43 0.47 0.59 0.06
Ci37 19 238–270 7 5.47 0.11 0.82 0.06
Ci41 14 413–441 4 2.39 0.43 0.58 0.00
Ci43 16 329–345 5 2.28 0.31 0.56 0.11

Avg. 17.1 – 5.22 3.02 0.40 0.64 –
(0.68) (0.32) (0.35) (0.05) (0.03)

Table 4
Summary statistics by population for the microsatellite data. NA = number of alleles,
NE = effective number of alleles, HO and HE , observed and expected heterozygosity.

Population N NA NE HO HE

St. Thomas 14 2.78 ± 0.28 1.84 ± 0.22 0.35 ± 0.06 0.40 ± 0.06
Cayo Diablo 3 2.33 ± 0.24 2.13 ± 0.19 0.52 ± 0.15 0.49 ± 0.07
Río Grande 3 2.89 ± 0.26 2.30 ± 0.23 0.54 ± 0.05 0.53 ± 0.05

observations are similar to those expected under a severely reduced effective population size (Ne = 8; Fig. 7(C), (D)). Our
estimates of the summary statistics for the empirical data (HO = 0.35 ± 0.06;HE = 0.40 ± 0.06;NA = 2.78 ± 0.28) are
similar to those obtained from the simulated datasetswhenNe = 8 (HO = 0.36±0.00;HE = 0.35±0.00;NA = 2.40±0.01),
but not when Ne = 72 (HO = 0.58 ± 0.00;HE = 0.57 ± 0.00;NA = 3.93 ± 0.01) (Table 5).

We identified a total of 13 islands for assessment of translocation potential (Table A.2). Of these, we consider six to be
of high potential for translocation of the VI boa, including Caja de Muertos, Cayo Icacos, Cayo Afuera, Cayo de Tierra, Islote
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Fig. 6. Relaxation population genetic model for Cayo Diablo, Puerto Rico based on 10 simulations per parameter set for theta-scaled (panels A and B) and
fast (panels C and D) mutation rates. Panels A and C show H0 through time, and panels B and D show the loss of alleles through time owing to drift. All
simulations were begun with maximal genetic diversity. The dotted line denotes the empirical estimate for Cayo Diablo.

Table 5
Comparison of summary statistics (NA = number of alleles, HO and HE , observed and
expected heterozygosity) for empirically-derived data (Cayo Diablo and St. Thomas) and
simulated data for each population. Note that the Cayo Diablo data are from the Θ-scaled
mutation rate.

Dataset NA HO HE

Cayo Diablo 2.33 ± 0.24 0.52 ± 0.15 0.49 ± 0.07
Ne = 25 2.89 0.37 –±
Ne = 50 4.10 0.57 –±
Ne = 100 5.71 0.64 –±
Resampling Ne = 25 2.08 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.01
Resampling Ne = 50 2.59 ± 0.03 0.54 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.01
Resampling Ne = 100 3.06 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.01

St. Thomas 2.78 ± 0.28 0.35 ± 0.06 0.40 ± 0.06
Ne = 72 3.93 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.00 0.57 ± 0.00
Ne = 8 2.40 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.00 0.35 ± 0.00
Ne = 1000 5.17 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.00 0.67 ± 0.00

Monito, and Isla Desecheo. In particular, Cayo Afuera, and Cayo Icacos appear to be themost promising candidates for future
translocation of the VI boa.

4. Discussion

4.1. Island phylogeography

Prior to our work no species-specific genetic markers existed for Virgin Islands boas, and genetic analysis of the species
was limited to using only four individuals of one subspecies (C. m. granti) in phylogenetic analyses of the West Indian clade
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Fig. 7. Panels A and B represent summary statistics calculated from repeated draws of 3 individuals from a relaxation simulation for Cayo Diablo. The
resampling scheme was repeated 100 times to obtain parameter distributions. Panel A shows HE and HO for three different parameter sets and Panel B
shows NA for each parameter set. The empirical estimate for Cayo Diablo is shown as a black diamond. Panels C and D represent summary statistics for 14
individuals drawn from each of 1200 simulated populations for each parameter set based on a bottleneck model for St. Thomas. Panel A shows HE and HO
for two bottleneck levels (Ne = 72;Ne = 8) in comparison to an equilibrium simulation (Ne = 1000); while Panel B shows calculations of NA for each set.
The empirical estimate for St. Thomas is shown as a black diamond.

(e.g., Reynolds et al., 2013a). Other phylogenetic studies included only individuals from the Puerto Rico bank (Reynolds
et al., 2014a) or captive individuals with unclear origins (e.g. Campbell, 1997; Tzika et al., 2008; Lynch and Wagner, 2009;
Rivera et al., 2011 and Pyron et al., 2013), but not individuals from both Isla de Mona and the Puerto Rico Bank. Here we
provide an intraspecific genetic analysis for these boas using data from multilocus nucleotide sequences and several novel
microsatellite loci. Among VI boas on the PRB, we found a single mtDNA haplotype apparently unique to each island, with
a maximum of four mutational steps separating our sampling sites (Fig. 2). Other intraspecific phylogeographic studies of
West Indian boas (see Puente-Rolón et al., 2013 for a recent review) have found a mixture of relatively deep and relatively
shallow divergence. For example, a similar amount of genetic divergence (though not diversity) to C. m. grantiwas found in
the samemtDNA locus in the Turks Island boa (C. chrysogaster), whereby populations on the Caicos bank exhibited minimal
divergence among islands (Reynolds et al., 2011). However, Turks Island boas showed evidence of intrademic diversity and
haplotype sharing across islands, contrary to our finding in the VI boa.

Using a larger phylogenetic dataset across the West Indian boa clade, we generated a time-calibrated coalescent tree for
the mtDNA CYTB gene (Fig. 4) and a fossil-calibrated multilocus species tree (Fig. 5). Our overall tree topologies are slightly
different than Reynolds et al. (2013a), though similar to Reynolds et al. (2014a,b), likely owing to differences in genetic
loci used and inference methods (species-tree versus single gene or concatenated analyses). Both phylogenetic analyses
support the distinction of C. m. monensis and C. m. grantiwith a similar estimate of divergence times in the mid Pleistocene.
The mtDNA coalescent analysis provides a slightly older minimum divergence estimate (1.12 Mya for mtDNA, 0.24 Mya for
multilocus), which is to be expected given that any single-gene inferred coalescent time must naturally predate (and thus
overestimate) the actual time of lineage separation (e.g., Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009).
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Since the estimated divergence time of C. monensis lineages around the mid Pleistocene, the Puerto Rico bank has been
periodically inundated and exposed, allowing potential connections among subpopulations presently restricted to islands
(Donn et al., 1962; Heatwole and MacKenzie, 1966). However, Isla de Mona has never been connected to the main island of
Puerto Rico since its uplift in the Miocene (Kaye, 1959b), suggesting that boas dispersed westward across the Mona Passage
from Puerto Rico. Overwater dispersal has been inferred in other West Indian boid species (Reynolds et al., 2013a), and
dispersal in this direction would be concordant with prevailing ocean surface currents (Iturralde-Vinet and MacPhee, 1999;
Griffin et al., 2001). Other studies of endemic squamates (Anolis and Sphaerodactylus lizards) on Isla deMona have inferred a
similar dispersal event fromPuerto Rico around the same time period (e.g., Brandley and deQuieroz, 2004; Rodríguez-Robles
et al., 2007 and Díaz-Lameiro et al., 2013).

4.2. Novel markers and conservation genetics

While we were able to develop polymorphic microsatellite markers for C. m. granti which will be useful in conservation
genetic studies of this species, we caution thatwe have extremely small sample sizes, particularly for two of our populations:
Cayo Diablo and Río Grande. Unfortunately the addition of more samples from these locations might not prove to be
practical or feasible owing the extreme rarity of this species. Obtaining additional individuals fromRíoGrandewould involve
significant field work in an area that is not entirely safe for researchers at night, and our collective observations suggest that
finding unique animals is exceedingly difficult.

Somewhat reassuringly, our simulations of a relaxation scenario for Cayo Diablo suggest that some of our estimates are
similar to expectations under this demographic history. For instance, our estimate for HO is consistent with the expectation
for a genetic effective population size of Ne = 50 (Fig. 6(A)), and our resampling analysis demonstrates that we can
frequently recover similar estimates for population genetic summary statistics with only 3 samples and 9 loci, as 68% of
our resampling trials at Ne = 50 resulted in values within a range of ±0.1 units around the true mean. Nonetheless, our
other simulated estimates were not as robust, indicating that such a low sample size will potentially bias estimates even
when using nine polymorphic loci. Furthermore, our simulations using a slower rate of mutation recover a similar NA and
lower HO relative to observations from the Cayo Diablo population (Fig. 6(C), (D); Table 5). This might be expected owing to
our sampling of only three individuals. By sampling so few individuals, we have effectively under-sampled allelic diversity,
missing rare alleles in the population and producing an effect similar to a bottleneck (loss of rare alleles at a faster rate than
loss of heterozygosity; Nei et al., 1975). Other studies of observed heterozygosity in threatened snake populations (see Table
3 in Jansen et al., 2008) have found a wide range of values for HO, indicating that idiosyncratic demographic processes are
likely influencing these measures as well.

For the St. Thomas population, our simulations show that our estimated population genetic parameters correspond to
the values thatwewould expect to obtain under the scenario of a significant bottleneck (Ne = 8; Fig. 7(C), (D)). Using amean
Ne/Nc ratio of 0.15 this would translate to a census population size of fewer than 100 individuals (i.e., Frankham et al., 2014),
thoughwe again note that our estimates ofHO andHE are likely biased owing to an undersampling of these parameters. Other
studies of threatened snakes have similarly measured low effective population sizes, ranging from Ne = 15 to Ne = 2528
(Madsen et al., 1996; Manier and Arnold, 2005; Clark et al., 2008; Marshall et al., 2009; Gibbs and Chiucchi, 2012). Given
the continuing disappearance of critical habitat on St. Thomas (Tolson and Henderson, 1993; USFWS, 2009; Platenberg and
Harvey, 2010), it is unlikely that census population size will increase in the near future.

In spite of the limitations of sampling endangered species, we report population genetic summary statistics (HO,HE,NA)
with the above caveats in mind in the hope that while not conforming to population genetic expectations, they will serve
as heuristic measures of these parameters for this species and a basis for comparison to future studies. In addition, some
of our samples are temporally separated, with a maximum of approximately 3–4 generations (though still spanning the
potential lifespan of any individual snake) separating sampling intervals on CayoDiablo. Interpretation of population genetic
parameters is difficult in this situation, as the expectation would be that a loss of alleles owing to drift would influence
estimates between sampling intervals in non-overlapping populations.

Virgin Islands boas also occur on Culebra Island, (a Spanish Virgin [Passage] island) which lies between Cayo Diablo and
St. Thomas. We were unable to sample this population; however, it will be important for future studies to do so using the
genetic markers described herein. Additionally, we were unable to obtain samples from the British Virgin Islands (BVI).
Little is known about the status of VI boas in the BVI aside from the known historical range and the occasional sighting
(Lazell, 2005; USFWS, 2009; Perry and Gerber, 2011). Boas are sometimes reported from the other large Passage Island of
Vieques, and interestingly an adult female Hispaniolan boa (C. striatus) was recently found there (Reynolds et al., 2014b).
No contemporary reliable VI boa sightings have been reported from Vieques, though ample suitable habitat now exists. A
long history of severe anthropogenic modification, including sugar cane plantations, introduced predators (e.g., Wetmore,
1916), and near-complete deforestation might have destroyed any population of VI boas that once may have occurred on
the island

4.3. Conservation, captive breeding, and translocation

Our results suggest some directly applicable conservation strategies. Firstly, Mona and VI boas, while presently
conspecific, should be managed separately as distinct evolutionarily significant units (ESUs sensu: Crandall et al., 2000;
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Moritz, 1994; Ryder, 1986 and Waples, 1991). Though some authors already recognize C. granti separately (Platenberg and
Harvey, 2010), full elevation to specific status for the VI boa should await a more comprehensive analysis which would
include populations on Culebra and the BVI (currently underway; Rodríguez-Robles in litt.). Nevertheless, VI boas should be
immediately evaluated for potential elevation to critically endangered status.

Secondly, our findings suggest that translocation should be accomplished with genetically appropriate source popula-
tions and that any translocated populations should be genetically monitored (Michaelides et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2014).
For instance, translocation to other Cordillera islands off the east coast of Puerto Rico, such as Isla Icacos (DRNA, 2010), should
be undertakenwith propagules from the Cayo Diablo population following eradication of introduced predators. Any translo-
cations within northeastern Puerto Rico (such as to La Reserva Natural de las Cabezas de San Juan; DRNA, 2010) should be
undertaken with propagules from the native population at Río Grande, though realistically it appears that there are so few
animals at this site that it would be difficult to initiate a breeding program. We identified at least six islands which warrant
further investigation for translocation potential (Table A.2). In particular, Islote Monito and Isla Desecheo might represent
translocation targets for the Isla de Mona lineage (C. m. monensis). Islote Monito, though a tiny island (0.16 km2), has some
emergent tropical dry forest on the leeward side, is elevated up to 66 m above sea level, and is difficult to access (Kepler,
1978). These islands are important seabird colonies and have been subjected to a rat removal campaigns (García et al., 2002;
USFWS, 2011). Both islands are protected by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and have robust populations of Anolis lizards,
though the presence of endemic species and breeding birds means that exploratory studies should evaluate any potential
impacts on these populations. Previous studies have identified Cayo Icacos as a suitable target for translocation of C. m. granti
(DRNA, 2010). We expand on this by suggesting that Caja de Muertos and the Vieques satellites of Cayo de Afuera and Cayo
de Tierra represent potential sites for translocation following invasive species removal. The latter two are heavily forested
(tropical dry forest), have abundant Anolis populations (Revell et al., 2007), and are seldom disturbed by people; aside from
the occasional daytime visitor. While Cayo de Afuera is physically separated from Vieques, Cayo de Tierra is periodically
connected by a sand spit which could allow dispersal of Rattus, Herpestes, and Felis to the island. A simple trapping survey
could determine whether these predators use this corridor.

Translocations have been successful on two islands: Cayo Ratones (∼5 km northeast of Cayo Diablo), and an undisclosed
cay close to St. Thomas (Platenberg and Boulon, 2011). Introduced predators (Rattus sp.) were removed from both of these
islands prior to translocation. Indeed, VI boas are thought to be highly susceptible to introducedpredators (Tolson andGarcía,
1997; Platenberg and Boulon, 2011), and any translocation or reintroduction efforts should account for this. Rat eradication
campaigns have met with mixed success in the US Virgin Islands (Savidge et al., 2012); however, campaigns in Puerto Rico
have been successful (García et al., 2002; USFWS, 2011) and hence it is plausible that additional islands could be ecologically
restored such that VI boas could be reintroduced. However, any introduction campaign should account for potential impacts
on native animals and hence be undertaken with the utmost care.

While translocation or reintroduction can be a useful safeguard against loss of remaining native populations (Germano
and Bishop, 2009), we suggest that in situ conservation practices be undertaken to focus on preserving extant native
populations. For example, it is known that boas on St. Thomas can survive in human-modified habitat, provided some
forest remains (Platenberg and Harvey, 2010). Conservation measures could include restriction on damaging development
practices (clear-cutting) as well as campaigns to reduce the number of invasive vertebrate predators through spaying of
feral cats and trapping of mongoose.

Finally, the genetic tools developed herein will likely prove valuable for assessing current ex situ captive breeding pro-
grams for the species. Colonies of C.m.monensis and C.m. granti are currentlymaintained by a number of zoological societies,
and are actively bred at the Toledo Zoo (Tolson, 1989, 1991). Using these molecular markers breeders might genotype their
animals and design breeding pedigrees based on relatedness of individuals which will supplement an existing American As-
sociation of Zoological Parks and Aquariums regional studbook. Development of new genetic tools is crucial to conservation
planning for VI boas and other endangered species. De novomicrosatellite characterization fromnext generation sequencing
can cost between five and seven thousand US dollars (authors’ pers. ob.) per species and can represent a significant tech-
nical and financial barrier for endangered species researchers, many of whom sadly operate with limited funding. We have
demonstrated the utility of these microsatellite markers for cross-species amplification, and we emphasize that if neces-
sary this approach to microsatellite isolation and characterization can yield thousands of potential loci (Castoe et al., 2012),
many of which might amplify in other species owing to conserved priming regions. Future studies might also make use of
emerging technologies such as Restriction-site Associated DNAmakers (RADseq) to generate additional genetic markers for
phylogeographic and conservation genetic analyses given the reality of low sample sizes.
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